System Council on International Education - Meeting
Agenda
January 8, 1999, 10:00 AM - 3:30 PM
Macon State College
President's Dining Room
The second meeting of the System Council for International Education took place on Friday, January 8, 1999, at
Macon State College. The Council consists of 34 representatives appointed by the presidents of each USG
institution, joined by the chairs of the World Regional Councils and other special committees. Richard C. Sutton,
the System's Director of International Programs and Services, chaired the meeting.
Present: Joseph Adams (AASU), Amy Bass (GIT), Beth Biron (DAL), Dwight Call (GC&SU), David Coker (UGA),
James Cook (FLD), Sidney Davis (SPSU), Lovette Elango (KSU), Chaudron Gille (GAN), Patricia Hankins (GDN),
Mark Baird for Tracy Harrington (VSU), Jeanne Jensen (AUG), Dorothy Joiner (WGC), Watson Holloway (BRK),
Thomas Keene (KSU), Stephen Langston (GSU), Jennifer Lund (USG), Neal McCrillis (CSU), Carl McDonald
(SGC), Gerald McIntosh (FVS), Brian Murphy (NGC), Harriet Nichols (DEK), Howard Potts (WAY), John Ricks
(MID), Gwendolyn Sell (MAC), Joanna Scholl (USG), Amit Singh (DAR), Nancy Shumaker (GSO), Richard Sutton
(USG), Stan Webb (BAN), Robert Welborn (CSC)
Not Present: John Derden (EGC), Gaye Elder (ABAC), Tom Fitts (MCG), Jerry Hardee (ALS), Carl McDonald
(SGC), Gerald McIntosh (FVS), Harold Nichols (GSW), Janis Reid (AMC), Richard Reiff (UGA), Joseph Silver
(SSU), Tina Stern (GPC)
Guests: Mark Baird (VSU), Charlotte Janis (SPSU)
Many of those not present could not attend due to the start of Spring Semester.
At 10:10 AM, Richard Sutton convened the second meeting of the System Council for International Education.
He wished the council a happy New Year and had members introduce themselves. He introduced the Office of
International Education's new Administrative Assistant, Joanna Scholl, and thanked the Council for their
assistance in providing background information for his visit with the Canadian Consulate's education officer.
Langston asked if there was a way to change the SCIE list-serve so that "we don't have to read each other's
excuses." Langston suggested an approach that involved replying to the Office of International Education (OIE)
for such things as scheduling and not to the entire list. There was a brief discussion and general consensus.
Action To Be Taken: After a brief group discussion, Sutton said he would have Mike Flood make a distribution
list that involves replying only to the OIE while still having a list-serve for SCIE discussion.
I. Approval of Minutes from Meeting of 4 November 1998.
This first agenda item was deferred because the minutes were not in final form.

II. Liability Issues
Keene introduced the NAFSA: Association of International Education guidelines for safety and liability in
study abroad. He said it might be good to endorse them and that there might be an advantage in utilizing
them since they came from the major U. S. organization for international education, and that perhaps these
guidelines would provide good legal coverage.
Coker utilized them in the USG handbook for developing study abroad programs and stated that these
guidelines are a benchmark and make a good checklist.
Call distributed them to his colleagues on the international committee at GC&SU and said the committee
will probably adopt them.
Langston stated that there is a Crisis Committee at GSU and that it seems everyone has a crisis plan to
prevent and manage campus crisis situations, but have study abroad programs been addressed in the
crisis plans of institutions? He asked whether endorsement of these guidelines is something that should be
institutionally endorsed or is it something we might agree to endorse as a System? He asked if there were
any elements in these guidelines as they stand that would cause a problem on your campus.
Adams wanted to know what was meant by the concept of endorsement from a legal perspective. What
makes him nervous is if your own endorsement/rules said you would do something that you did not do,
wouldn't you be even more liable? "These are good advisories - but endorsement is right next door to
policy and it makes me feel like the cat in the room full of rocking chairs."
Welborn: It would be good to endorse the guidelines for the purpose of greater system continuity and that
there was nothing in the guidelines that he would quarrel with and that furthermore it would establish a
standard.
Langston was reading from an item listed in the guidelines and asked, "When is the last time someone did
a health and safety study in Paris?" Biron addressed this with what she does to follow the guidelines in
planning the France study abroad program. If it says someone should assess the health and safety
conditions in an endorsed plan, then the first thing an attorney would say if there were an accident, where
is your assessment? Call thought that what Biron did could be considered an assessment.
Baird: The guidelines were incorporated into the Handbook for VSU Study Abroad." He suggested giving
the campuses input and ownership by having this body (the SCIE) recommend endorsement and then the
campuses could decide to endorse them or not.
Bass: The Georgia Tech attorneys said that disciplinary history couldn't be considered in student
applications for study abroad.
Call asked if our legal people could take a look at the guidelines from a liability perspective.
Adams asked if members of the Central Office staff have had conversations with the lawyers about their

experience in this arena.
Sutton: The legal arguments cut several ways. Do you have guidelines? Surely you have done basic things
to insure the health and safety of participants. Have you set a standard that you have not met? In terms of
litigation history - if an institution has made a good faith effort, then the institution is not at greater risk.
System endorsement of standards implies that institutions must do it. Sutton: If we had a system
endorsement that each institution agreed to - then the institution's agreement would keep us from having
to require it.
Coker: There is no device that will prevent a tort case from being filed. The fact that an institution runs a
program makes you liable in the first place. What if there were a liability case and an attorney said, "Are you
aware of the NAFSA guidelines on Health & Safety? If not, then why not." The rationale of the attorney
would be that a reasonable person would do these things. Perhaps the verb support' should be used rather
than endorse.' He stated UGA would
Adams: Coker was right that you can be sued for anything and that what you adopt can be used against
you or for you. There was no protection from being sued and gave an example from his campus.
Action To Be Taken: Sutton suggested that the members go back to their institutions and get feedback on
the guidelines and endorsement or support. He said there could be a list-serve discussion and that the
topic of whether a system action is warranted will be taken up at the USG Study Abroad Committee
th

meeting on February 5 . He said he would look to Dr. Reiff's committee to come forward with a
recommendation.
Coker: "I don't know that the system cannot take a stand on this - the chancellor is typically named in a
law suit like this - the chancellor is named as the responsible authority - I don't know if the System office
doesn't need to take a stand."
Langston: If you read these and you think of someone adopting it, this is not a general kind of orientation there are specific requirements - I have marked seven things that we do not do, for example: "clear
information that cannot be replicated to serve students." We are not going to have counselors on this trip.
Murphy: The guidelines are to be used as applicable and that they could be adopted.
Sutton: If the guidelines were too prescriptive, they would lose their value as guidelines. To the extent that
the concept of guidelines can set a standard or a direction toward a standard, they are good.
Clarification was requested. What are we going to do on our campuses? Sutton said to take these
guidelines back to all of your campuses for response.
Faculty Program Directors are covered by institutional liability policy as long as they are in employee status;

new ones are jumpy about it. The answer is that if it is in the scope of their duties - what's the limit of that
professional liability for the system?
III. Financing of cooperative programs
Sutton: There have been several successful, collaborative study abroad programs coming from the
European Council which have grown each year. The success of these collaborations has suffered in the
area of funding for faculty. There have been discrepancies from one institution to another in how much they
pay faculty teaching on these multi-institutional collaborative programs. A letter has gone out from Senior
Vice Chancellor Jim Muyskens to the academic vice presidents offering some best practices that might be
followed. We need a long-term solution on how to fund cooperative (collaborative) education. The most
obvious arena for looking at this issue is in distance education. The grid in your handout is of a variety of
ways to offer and fund courses offered by a variety of institutions. We want to be sure cooperative study
abroad programs fit in with the other cooperative education movements - want ours in alignment with the
system collaboration. Muyskens has suggested that a task force brings recommendations to him by June
st

1 - include distance education, study abroad, and other academic collaborations.
Sutton asked the council, "What are you thoughts on where this effort might go?"
Welborn: If we are going to meet the Chancellor's goal for 2% - when I pushed on my campus for support,
it was the System standard (policy directive) I turned to - as a faculty member you are literally on your own.
- As a system this would be very beneficial.
Keene: They have had very extensive discussions on this when we were first trying to sort out how to do
collaborative programs and that there were two basic models: "Tuition follows instruction" or "tuition stays
at home." We let both models go forward to see what worked. I hope the task force will not be bound to
take what is on this grid and that they will look at what has been successful. We have a model to contribute
that is not yet part of the distance education models.
Keene clarified that students register, pay tuition, and get credit on their own campus. These are common
elements of both models. What was not common to the models was the mechanism for paying faculty (and
which department in the institution receives the tuition collected.) Faculties are paid by the institution that
employs them and therefore there are discrepancies in pay for faculty teaching in collaborative programs.
There are some advantages to both models and there is a need to keep some flexibility.
What is the most workable study abroad model for the future - if we are looking at 50 the first summer with
250 four years later - (reference to the European Council's Roehampton Program.)
st

Baird asked when would the task force be constituted. Sutton responded by June 1

Welborn: "Tuition stays at home" are magic words to financial aid, registrar, and student accounts.
Sutton: The key point that is likely to emerge is that recommendations be student centered as is related to

where students register and where the dollars go.
IV. Curriculum Inventory Report (CIR)
Sutton: He had met with the staff in Planning and Policy Analysis at the BOR and that they were concerned
that the registrars capture the correct "instructor of record" for study abroad course work. He explained
that if your student registers for a class, then every course listed for credit given has to be cross-checked
with an approved faculty member. A flag is automatically applied to any coursework given by an instructor
not listed as a valid instructor at that student's home institution. There would need to be a letter to
registrars with the official professors' names for the "instructor of record" to all institutions that have
students enrolled in the course.
Baird: Almost all institutions list the European Council courses now except Georgia Tech and GSU.
Someone asked what happened to cross-listing.
Lund: Cross-listing of study abroad courses done for the System by UGA's study abroad office was
abandoned because each year, fewer schools participated until this past year, there were no schools
participating. Schools have found less labor -intensive ways to register students for study abroad credits,
particularly transient credit. A common study abroad indicator would address item VII - possibility it will
emerge - why don't we have a better way to count students.
V. Dual registration policies and procedures on one-to-one student exchanges
Joiner: They have a problem at West Georgia in that this is the first year they have had a University of
Northumbria (UNN) student and no one could register a student due to their rules based on the BOR rules.
The student had no official letter or grades. She needs a system-supported method for having exchange
students. She presented how VSU and UGA do it to the folks at West Georgia, but they said no unless the
BOR sanctioned it.
Almost all in attendance that operate student exchanges do use the out-of-state fee waivers. UGA, AASU,
Tech, VSU, SPSU, and in some cases GSU said they have been able to get around the obstacles involved
in having student exchange.
What are the obstacles that prevent student exchange on your campuses?
If you have a registration, you need tuition to go with it.
If you have admissions without an application, they cannot be input into the student information
system.
Without registration, students cannot get a health card, library card, access to other campus/student
privileges.
Only Call reported that GC&SU is not using the 1% out-of-state fee waivers for exchange students. The
GS&SU international office notifies the business office and they in turn back out the fees. Other campuses
have their business offices telling them that they cannot back out student fees.

Adams: How they made it work at AASU was the chief academic and business officers called in the
registrar and others involved parties and said (essentially) make it happen. Two days later it worked.
Janis of SPSU: She hand delivers the exchange students to the various campus offices to get them
identification cards and all the documents needed as though they were going to register, they do not pay
tuition, they do back out the room and board. They would like to count exchange students as FTEs since
they take five to ten times as much time as other students.
Someone said that they were counting exchange students as two for one.
There is a cross-registration among schools in the Metropolitan area - a sort of local students exchange all the tuition stays at home - this is BOR approved, so maybe there is a way to utilize that board policy for
exchange.
UGA registration is tripped by the admissions office - the international office ships the exchange student's
records to the office. The issue to admissions folks is taken care of in a category called non-degree
seeking. The exchange student is a different category for admissions and processing and the distinction
degree or non-degree-seeking makes it easier because non-degree students at UGA are dealt with
manually - no question about tuition fees - we create a program account for that exchange - it's a bucket
-we know who is going on it that year - tuition is paid to institution - then moved to program bucket - those
funds are used for the in-bound students - so there is no free UGA exchange.
Georgia Tech uses their waivers to support exchange - put it into a special account - it does come from the
1% allocation. Bass only counts them once. UGA flags them but Tech cannot input them into the student
information system because of Banner. For tuition payment purposes - there's no difference between
degree and non-degree seekers. Admissions goes through documents of the exchange student who will be
here for a year.
Someone thought there were more degrees of freedom of using the non-degree categories with (admission,
registration, advising,) except as relates to tuition. VSU and CSU have the exchange students listed as
transient students.
Sutton: It might be time for another working group or task force to deal with international exchange issues.
This issue could be a good issue for an open discussion on the SCIE list.
Coker: There has got to be some task force that deals with the debilitating fiscal policy at the Board level.
To not deal with fiscal policy at the board level - "we might as well chew on the whole bone and not just
nibble on one end of it." It is the board's fiscal policies that hinder or stop innovation.
Georgia Tech wants the fee to go away - we would like to have the fee back out but we would need BOR
approval.
Sutton: We would have to address it. He said we might try to buy into a small policy change on this

exchange issue.
Langston: There are two problems: one that comes from the auditors who say this is a violation of fiscal
policy because you did not admit the student properly. It makes a difference - if the auditors will nd
fi fault, it
stops our efforts.
Bass: We admit them as transient or special students and go through the usual admissions process like
requesting transcripts and other documents. We do not require the SAT.
Who is interested in this issue? Feel free to volunteer. (Maybe this is a question for the SCIE list or the SCIE
Budget Committee.)
What do your schools do about housing? Sometimes in-bound and out-bound students pay. In bound
students sometimes pay for outbound students for housing at GC&SU. Tech does not exchange housing .
VI. Review & Approval of Study Abroad Programs
The Chancellor requires Central Office approval prior to their implementation. It is in Board of Regents
policy.
Who does the approval? Why does the Central Office do this? How do we do it?
Shumaker: It's a problem because the time involved to complete this process is long and you can't start
the year before because the Directors don't know that far in advance if they will offer study abroad. It takes
a long time to get through all of the approval process on campus all the way to the President.
Sutton: The policy talks about approval but does not indicate which aspects of the approval process are to
be addressed by the System - one whole category is safety/liability while there is another broad category of
curricular and academic rigor. Program duplication and resource investment are another category of
concern.
Ricks: If you have approval at one institution - and another institution joins - do you have to seek approval
again?
Biron: When I first started study abroad - all of those areas were approval for the academic rigor of the
program - in favor of central approval - in favor of direction in the area of not duplicating - clearinghouse some suggested direction - clearinghouse - would be helpful to the System.
McCrillis: It sounds like a Study Abroad Committee role Biron: CAO - how many contact hours, not just travel programs - need back up to hold the line.
McCrillis: Probably the Study Abroad Advisory Committee would be the right place to look at programs.

Langston: He wouldn't want to have to seek approval every year - he suggested that 60 or 72 months
would be a more reasonable period.
Shumaker: We have programs for fifteen years with periodic evaluation; new programs for approval.
Langston said that would be reasonable.
Coker: He sent a memo to Lund last year stating that he found the approval process laborious and
onerous. - If a faculty committee reviews a program, it is not efficient and perhaps not effective to have a
program review at the System level. I think the study abroad program review process should be like the
academic program review on a five or seven year cycle. I don't know why we would hold it out separate.
The Chancellor's Policy marginalizes international education. The Cortona Program at UGA has been there
for umpteen years. Are we supposed to say, "Daddy can I continue?"
Biron: If the programs have some kind of universal stamp of approval, it makes other institutions more
comfortable in allowing credit to programs from other schools.
Call: Universal standard could be achieved by having an approval at the local level of the institution having guidelines in place and receiving reporting information.
Ricks: In 1997, he tried to make a program to Germany and that Reiff had some funds to help us and he
helped review our program.
Hankins: "Did you submit a program for review?"
Once a program was approved, the program did not have to be done over and over.
The point of the cumbersome process, to insure that people creating the study abroad program had
covered the bases sufficiently.
Biron: The program offerings are uneven - how is an individual institution to know - anyone can put
something in the catalog - it implies USG approval.
Shumaker: In order for those courses to offer credit - they must have gone through some academic
approval for course offerings - the home institution could guarantee that much.
Are there liability issues according to your own procedures?
Academic Issues are separate from the Liability, Safety, and General Program issues.
Gille: Campuses without much experience could go to the study abroad committee to get consultation and
assistance.
Keene: Different institutions have different needs. Some institutions have lots of experience and can

proceed with programs and other institutions want assistance.
Adams agreed with Baird's suggestion that the study abroad approval form eliminate item #2 about
academic credit, leaving that to campus approval and leaving the remaining things related to the study
abroad program for broader system approval.
Baird: Anything to streamline the process would be attractive.
Coker: Campus managers should be provided the authority and responsibility for meeting all of the Offi
ce
of VPAA sanctions for the study abroad program. If required to report in advance then what we have is a
pre-audit function rather than a post-audit evaluation. It is a disincentive to participate.
Baird: "Are you saying there is no difference between offering a course on campus versus offering it
abroad?"
Coker: "I'm teaching my clinical psyche course in the hospital in Athens, not on campus."
Baird: "You don't have to have the same kind of contact with students in Georgia. Students abroad need
assistance that they don't need here. There are pitfalls that don't exist on the home campus."
Baird: We would like to get some assurance that the System would step up to the plate if there is tort
litigation.
Biron: What if my president questioned the quality of some program offering ten hours for some program.
Hankins: There are different needs - in first two years - if our school approves of our course - there's no
reason someone else should question our approval.
They all have to pass the regents' test. Hankins - you can't exclude people from the experience.
Potts: There's a difference in taking Italian studies - combination studying Asian culture or people on
campus who have never gone overseas may not perceive the same.
Maybe we should require them to go overseas. How could you teach Chinese culture in Bainbridge versus
going to China?
Baird: We need a read on the liability issue from the System.
Sutton: This is why I wanted to listen to you - contrary to the way we might approach other things - in this
case because there are central administration issues that could reverse the direction of the process.
Action to be taken:Sutton will develop a policy statement and send it out to the Council for comment.

Sutton: The ideas going into this policy could be those we would follow from now on. When I was
developing a program, if I had to go through this extensive level of pre-approval, I would never have done
one. I know well the sorts of stuff that gets through the gate of quality control, but many problems now are
with liability issues. I would like to follow an academic affairs policy where study abroad is more than a
course and less than a degree.
If it were possible that we had true buy-in from institutions, including liability and attesting to academic
integrity, then we could look primarily at duplication and resource issues. I think certification is a more
efficient approach - I am more interested in a post-audit review process on a two or three year cycle. Those
are my biases.
Langston: "What would constitute a post-audit review?"
Sutton: There are very few ways in which study abroad programs duplicate each other. "Ten programs in
France tell me nothing about whether or not there is program duplication. We have a big responsibility to
grow the study abroad."
Sutton: Related to this whole area is the USG catalog. Sutton said that a corollary element of the
discussion relates to AIFS's self-standing programs that you can just send students on or recommend to
students. At a system level we cannot do that, but if there are institutions that would like to adopt an AIFS
program, then we could.
Does this mean if an institution endorses or adopts a program that your institution can list it?
Murphy: What about the liability issues of endorsing other programs?
Langston: Are you talking about AIFS programs endorsed by Georgia State University?
Coker: I view AIFS as a very large vendor. We would never institutionally endorse a vendor's program
unless they were directly connected with one of our programs. We will contract with AIFS, but you have
taken the right position - you should not endorse their specific programs.
It might also limit your ability to mail at the catalog bulk rate.
Shumaker: Don't you run into the issues of the program not going through the academic approval process?
Welborn: If Coke offered $75,000 to put a polar bear on the cover, would we do it?
VII. Defining the 2% Study Abroad Target
Sutton: According to the Institute of International Education (IIE), eleven USG institutions reported study
abroad numbers for their annual census. The policy directive says 2% of students will study abroad. Sutton
introduced the question "2% of what?" Are we talking about all students (graduate and undergraduate,

degree and non-degree seeking, headcount or full-time enrolled)? "When are we going to have real
numbers? How can we approach this?" He stated that his sense is that the board is interested in
undergraduate students.
A problem with using headcount for two-year schools is so many of our students are part-time. This is also
true of non-residential four-year schools.
Langston: Is the 2% count system-wide as opposed to institution to institution?
Shumaker: From a record keeping standpoint, we have students who go on programs who do not go on
our programs. We can only go through our office to get numbers.
Keene: I want to argue for keeping 2% as an institutional goal.
For those of us in commuter institutions, we use 1% of FTE - 2% of FTE.
You only count your own degree-seeking students.
Bass: I count our students whether on a Tech program or on your program.
Potts: Our two-year students get a scholarship, go on a program, and they transfer to a four-year
institution.
Adams expressed the desire to continue to work with 2% FTE per campus. He said it is desirable from
several standpoints. We shouldn't ride on each others coat tails. If you don't have something weighing on
the heads of VPAAs to make this happen then resources go elsewhere.
Ricks asked if it is 2% FTE on an annual basis or over time.
Bass: If a student goes on two programs in the same year, Tech counts them twice if they go on two
different programs.
Sutton: What I need to have are numbers that I can convey in clear terms to someone else. I would like to
suggest changing the conception of this 2%. If what we are really after is training for international
competence, then we might look at the end of a degree program. Can we say that 2% of graduating
students have had a study abroad experience?
Lots of students transfer out, particularly at two-year schools, and if we looked at graduating class, we
would not be measuring our success. We could look at it for a benchmark.
Some of the CICs collect data completely separate from central administration.
Coker: Our president established 10% by X date - I asked 10% of what - I want to support what the others

have said about using the FTE.
Bass: There is a problem with verification of the senior class - basically you don't have a mechanism to
know if they have studies abroad.
Keene: A student who took Italian architecture in Wyoming - it does not show as anything other than Italian
architecture. We are going to have to do something like this. I agree with Bass that counting students either
as they go or as they return is a huge task, but it is feasible.
Langston: If we forgive the fact - SIRS - the ones that keep the numbers - why can't they do that for our
own internal study abroad? - Count programs and outcomes - When folks - I bet they can already do that Hankins: I was under the assumption that it was for 2% based on persons who studied abroad under any
program.
Coker: Should the intent of study abroad term include any meaningful international experience Keene: Credit earning is the issue. It is a symbol of academic substance.
Langston noted that GSU has an MBA that takes the whole class abroad.
Bass: I count people who are making money (on internships or work abroad), not just credit.
Biron: Are we agreed that we are going to count via FTE#s?
Sutton: I would like to change the terms of the discussion - wants to refocus on counting the percentage
from students graduating.
Keene: It seems to me we need to look at having a goal that is simple to explain and measure. It would be
a very useful thing if we could count students studying abroad at the time they are doing it and getting
credit for it. Counting 2% of FTE seems doable.
Ricks: Sutton's 10% of the graduating class for two-year schools is way too much and not realistic.
Langston: I thought most of the programs cater to undergraduates, but that is not the case at GSU.
Graduate students are encouraged to go abroad.
Keene said that is true at KSU also.
Sutton asked the SCIE Study Abroad Committee to give further study to this issue.
VIII. Study Abroad Scholarships
Sutton: He might be making a BOR presentation in winter-spring and that he would like the council's input

on how to best approach this. What are the regents most interested in? Perhaps it is Scholarships and
Study Abroad.
Call: At GC&SU the decision locally was to redirect some of our already existing funds and send them to
Atlanta. At the local level the match has a negative impact on us. Some students get a $1,000 from the
system and now we have to send half of that money to the central office. We don't know who is getting the
awards until it is too late. We need you to send us names.
Sutton requested that the group think of this as a transition process. He said he hoped that by the next
competition that the institutions would be performing the ranking and identification of the students, with
campus awarding the scholarships.
Langston: We need to know how many scholarships we will have to match so we can plan.
Sutton: What we would hope is that the institutions would send forward recommendations that we would
certify and send back to you. We would say we could go to X # on the list.
Jensen: Circuit overload - 45 to other schools - 5 students from Augusta - ASU contributes $5,000 - how
are we going to factor that into these matches?
Sutton: We are working toward a decentralized approach - the last AIFS check comes this summer - the
contractual obligation ends at the end of the third year (which is during fall 1999.) He said that flexibility in
the amount of awards could be possible after that time.
Elango: "How do the councils figure into this formula?"
Biron: When and what can we expect to happen?
McCrillis: If you are going to have screening, there's a feeling that this match should not be matched for
that particular student. Institutions should be matched for the amount and not the student. We want to
spread out the funds.
Jensen: How does it fit into the budget?
Welborn: By next year, we will need a process for receiving applications and making evaluations so by next
year, you should have a process for choosing. We just created an international committee on campus that
could serve this role.
Keene: Under the new system - how is it determined how many scholarships each institution will receive?
Sutton: It depends on how much money is donated. Institutions will prioritize students and give out awards
according to what is possible. The bills for the match of the awards go to the Presidents with a copy to you

and another individual at your campus if appropriate.
Biron: So for one student award, we owe $500.
Gille: If we used to get one award and this year we have 2 students, then will we get two awards?
Lund: Yes.
Ricks: How do we know if our presidents agreed to match?
Welborn: In future will there be flexibility in the amount of awards?
IX. Non-Resident Fee Waivers
Call introduced a proposal to award partial out-of-state fee waivers to international students. Since all
institutions have 1% of the FTE available for international student waivers, he proposes making more
awards in smaller amounts up to the equivalent of 1% in partial waivers. Call explained that he had sent a
letter to Bill Bowes at the BOR who is responsible for these kinds of financial matters. The rationale for the
proposal is to disburse more, smaller awards to students at GC &SU. These partial waivers might be
awarded for a variety of purposes such as extracurricular involvement, financial need, retention, and
recruitment. Acceptance of a waiver might require them to provide some service. When looking at
international student issues, we saw that many of the fee waivers went to athletics, but the international
office administers the rest of the waivers. Call's letter proposes the awarding of half-waivers which could
increase awards without costing additional money. Some students would be able to study at GC&SU if they
had a half-waiver. The other offices on campuses are willing to go for it - finance, admissions, academics if the Central Office (BOR) will sanction it.
Sutton: I wanted to bring it to this group. Are there any problems this request makes for your institution?
Adams: I like this proposal - has Mr. Bowes given any response?
Keene: It's a good idea. Athletics is using these for international athletes. I don't know if all of you know but
nd

the year before last the Board of Regents year added a 2

1% of the FTE for waivers and this amount may

also be used for internationals if the institution wants.
Coker: All of the 2% is used on campus.
Davis: Might they be opposed to partial rather than half waivers since partial might pose bigger problems
for accounting purposes.
Fee waivers are distributed by the President's authorized representative at each institution.
Langston: The academic colleges at GSU can use the 1% FTE waivers for university's international

strategic initiatives and other needs could comes from the 2% like athletics.
Gille: We send our recommendations to the registrar.
Coker: I don't see any prohibitive language to partial waivers, why not just do it.
Potts: There are some campuses that cannot benefit from the 1% for international students. Waycross has
eight to ten waivers that we could use based on 1% of the FTE. I propose a three-part plan - where an
equivalent of $10,000 in waivers is called an internationalization waiver and the institution would be allowed
to utilize these in-state students as study abroad scholarships to send our students elsewhere.
Langston: Would it have to be matched to the student going abroad? Would it have to go to the same
student and only students without HOPE?
Potts: If they would grant the money to a local student, then the Foundation could take the equivalent to
provide money to that student to study abroad.
Sutton: You cannot do it under current policy. It would require a new board policy.
Keene: No one can escape paying in-state tuition.
Langston pointed out that GRAs have a waiver of full tuition (in-state and out-of-state.) Employees of the
state have a full waiver of tuition. How could the in-state tuition be waived?
Keene: It is a reasonable thing to do.
Coker: It's an intriguing idea. The waiver is a cost and maybe it could be approached differently. He asked
Potts if he could write it up for the SCIE's consideration.
Action to be taken:Howard Potts to write up the idea for the SCIE's consideration.
X. Faculty Development Seminars for Summer 1999
There will be four international faculty development seminars offered during summer 1999. They are
sponsored by the Regional Councils. The seminars are:
Mexico: Journey to the Past--Building Bridges to the Future;
The Philippines and Vietnam: Culture, Colonialism and Contemporary Life in Southeast Asia;
Tradition and Modernity in Ghana; and
Ulster in Context: History, Culture, and the Challenge of Peace in Ireland
XI. Faculty Development Funding (Chancellor's Awards) for Summer 1999
The deadline to make application for a seminar is February 19. A few members of the SCIE will serve on the
review and selection committee for Chancellor's Awards; Lund will chair the selection committee.

XII. 1999-2000 Teaching & Learning Grants
Two of four target categories for USG teaching and learning grants are foreign languages and international
curriculum. There will be a directed focus on integrated, collaborative global/area studies curricula. The
deadline for application is March 19.
XIII. Foreign Language and Technology Initiative
There are collaborative grant projects and the desktop initiative, which includes a pilot project for on-line
orientation and survival language training for Summer 1999 Faculty Development Seminars. There will be a
foreign language and technology workshop or forum.
XIV. Strategic Designs for International Education: Priorities and Investments
Sutton: He wants the SCIE as a policy making body -that shapes future directions and that he wants the
members to think strategically and grandly. He announced that he was going to appoint a budget advisory
committee who will help frame where we might best start investing our money in the future. He announced
that he was appointing Joseph Silver, Harold Nichols, David Coker, Janis Reid, and Nancy Shumaker to this
budgetary advisory committee.
Sutton: We might have the chance to get some one-time money for small projects with collaborative impact
- maybe $40,000 or $50,000 - that people could apply for with RFP for distribution prior to the end of the
th

fiscal year - June 30 . Justification for projects would be those that involved some significant impact on
important international issues. Projects that are already in the works could seek funding.
Questions were raised as to whether or not the money must be spent prior to the end of the FY.
Langston suggested that money could go into a foundation or agency account so it could be used beyond
the FY and not have to be spent immediately. Lovette asked if the regional councils could apply? Sutton
replied that they could.
XV. Campus Visits during Spring Semester
Sutton had originally hoped to visit all of the campuses in this academic year, but he will only be able to
visit this spring because of his other obligations. Hankins asked whom he would like to visit with on a
campus visit. Sutton suggested students, faculty, and upper level administrators. He's willing to give a talk
or whatever works best for the institution. Elango: "Your presence and interaction on the highest level could
help bring international efforts forward."
XVI. Proposed Board of Regents International Presentation (Winter/Spring 1999)
Sutton noted that he would like to highlight some of the SCIE's international initiatives for his BOR
presentation.
XVII. Adjournment
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